
A DISCUSSION ON THE CONTROVERSY OF EBONICS IN THE UNITED

STATES

The controversy which erupted from the Oakland School Board's December 18 to talk about the Ebonics controversy or
participate in panel discussions on the topic, Many of us feared that in the anti-Ebonics firestorm which was sparked by.

But by the age of five or six, students already have learned more about their native language than they will
learn from school. Around this time, pedagogical techniques similar to those used to teach English to speakers
of foreign languages were shown to hold promise for speakers of AAVE. Others emphasize Ebonics' African
origins, noting that West African languages often lack th sounds and final consonant clusters e. For instance,
in ,  New York : Pantheon Books. Some deny its existence like the black Chicagoan whose words "Ain't
nobody here talkin' no Ebonics" belied his claim. Perhaps approaching black English as a foreign language
might help students become fluent in standard English when other methods have failed. The study of second
language acquistion. He said, "They're not trying to teach Black English as a standard language. Afrocentrists
may see a political and cultural advantage in calling AAVE Ebonics and treating it as an independent
language, but even Oakland has backed away from this separatist position. Unlike many slang terms, these
'black' words have been around for ages, they are not restricted to particular regions or age groups, and they
are virtually unknown in their 'black' meanings outside the African American community. Radio talk shows
like National Public Radio, but also the commercial radio stations gave me the opportunity to state my own
views directly and without editorial curtailment. Ann Arbor School District, known as the Ann Arbor
Decision, is considered to have established an important precedent in the education of poor African American
students who are Black English speakers. These data are quite striking see Rickford in press for the details ,
but to maximize our potential to contribute to this Great Debate of our Time, we need to know more, through
research, in relation to all three kinds of evidence. Bilingual education is much more familiar and less
controversial than it was previously. Finally, with respect to the issue of dialect readers, McWhorter has
pointed to nine studies from the early s in which "dialect readers were shown to have no effect whatsoever on
African American students' reading scores. And few journalists have as much time as they did 20 years ago to
check out facts. Scholars of linguistics and communication cf. After the congressional hearing, Oakland
released an updated resolution that removed every mention of the word Ebonics. Linguists sometimes seem to
have a NIMBY attitude towards Applied Linguistics issues and the Great Language Debates of our Times,
motivated perhaps by the fear that they will distract us from the theoretical and descriptive research we
consider our bread and butter if not our fame and fortune , that they will devour our time and dilute our
expertise, or that they will lead us into uncharted waters for which our training and experience provide little
preparation. When social mobility for speakers of a language is low, dialects abound; when mobility is high,
linguistic as well as other distinctions tend to disappear.


